
GPS Co-ordinates: (deg.min.sec)  S25 44 26, E27 55 05
 

Directions to Pretville - From Pretoria
 
Take the N4 West from Pretoria to Hartbeespoort (Rustenburg) (the N4 runs 
parallel with Church Street and goes past Atteridgeville on your left) This 
is NOT the Platinum Highway N4, but the old N4.

Once you've gone over Transoranje street (this is the one close to Dannville) 
You will go through the Quagga Toll gate (R2.50), continue straight on this 
highway and go through the 2nd Toll Gate - Pelindaba Toll Gate (R3.50). 

After the 2nd toll gate you will find a Stop street where you turn Right.

After 500m you will find a 3-way Stop, where you turn Left.  (In front of you 
at the 3-way Stop, will be a Sasol Garage). 

You are now on the R511, this is the main road going into and through 
Hartbeespoort. Continue up and over the mountain (Saartjiesnek), you will 
see the magnificant view of the dam and mountain. Continue on this road 
where you will find a Robot, go over this robot.

Xanadu Eco Park will be on your right hand side.  At the next Robot there is a 
Caltex garage.  Go over this robot and within approx 200m, you will need to 
turn right onto a dirt road, where Jumbo pots will be right in front of you...



Keep to your right towards the Xanadu Shopping Centre deliveries.  There is 
a short tar road leading upto the delivery entrance, which you need to cross 
and continue on the dirt road.  Continue straight on this road for approx 1 
km.

Xanadu Eco Park's boundry fence is on your right and there will be plots on 
your left.  Your landmark to Hartiwood's entrance is a massive rock next to 
the gate (Hartiwood), on the left hand side.  

Directions to Pretville - From Johannesburg
 
Take the Hans Strydom Road out of Johannesburg to Lanseria Airport and 
eventually Hartbeespoort (Rustenburg), continue straight on this road, until 
you reach a 3-way stop (Junction Farm Stall) at this 3-way stop turn right, 
(you will pass Pelindaba on your right). 

At the next 3-way stop turn left. After 1km you will find a 3-way Stop, where 
you turn Left.  (In front of you at the 3-way Stop, will be a Sasol Garage). 

You are now on the R511, this is the main road going into and through 
Hartbeespoort. Continue up and over the mountain (Saartjiesnek), you will 
see the magnificant view of the dam and mountain.  Continue on this road 
where you will find a Robot, go over this robot. 

Xanadu Eco Park will be on your right hand side.  At the next Robot there is a 
Caltex garage.  Go over this robot and within approx 200m, you will need to 
turn right onto a dirt road, where Jumbo pots will be right in front of you.

Keep to your right towards the Xanadu Shopping Centre deliveries.  There is 
a short tar road leading upto the delivery entrance, which you need to cross 
and continue on the dirt road.  Continue straight on this road for approx 1 
km. 

Xanadu Eco Park's boundry fence is on your right and there will be plots on 
your left.  Your landmark to Hartiwood's entrance is a massive rock next to 
the gate (Hartiwood), on the left hand side.  


